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Summary: Public Relations as a profession today are among the most promising 
professions, and this fact is confi rmed by the steady increase in revenues result-
ing from the action of this profession. Are becoming increasingly indispensable 
link in the functioning of the company whose business strategy mostly determine 
precisely the information that occur (on the environment, target audiences, tastes 
and habits of the public, competition, new technologies and the like). From experts 
for public relations is required to be creative and able to recognize the chaos in 
the information necessary facts and so fi ght for their space in the market and 
achieve the goal. Companies that recognize it as your need have priority for bet-
ter positioning and survival in an increasingly demanding, competitive market.
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INTRODUCTION

In this area public relations are still seen as an activity that is in trend and 
that is often misunderstood by environments, as well as by the head of 
the company. However, professionals continue to run their fi ght for bet-
ter positioning of the profession trying to point out the importance of the 
funds, the budget planning for the implementation of activities related to 
public relations. To misunderstanding of the importance and signifi cance 
of the profession of public relations also encounters representatives of the 
media. This lack of understanding further deepens of mistaken idea of   this 
profession as an activity which does not provide measurable results and 
its success is not visible. The introduction of special departments for pub-
lic relations in enterprises is still seen as a pursuit tracking and imitating 
western trends. For all of the above should be added and often unrealistic 
expectations of the management of the company that expects great results 
in a short time. However, the fact is that no internal department, nor the 
agency can not make miracles nor realize and achieve the goals overnight. 
The reputation and image of a company are built a long and patiently, and 
requesting quick results are unrealistic expectations and clearly testifi es 
to the fact that management generally does not understand the nature of 
activities of public relations. In support of the view is that every company 
needs to have experts in public relations and that is the fact that the long 
built reputation and the reputation of a company can crash and disappear 
overnight. It is known that the company’s reputation built through the vari-
ous business activities of management and employees, but certainly their 
constant communication with the business environment and build good 
relationships through successful communication processes. The image is a 
mental and physical identity of the term or what someone thinks about the 
organization and how one sees and recognizes (Tomić 2008, 207). Public 
relations should be an integral part of management and does not need to 
look at them as a luxury, but as an active and essential part of business, 
which should be maximized. Today, it is certain that public relations is 
a form of modern public communication companies, organizations and 
institutions with their environment.
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Through controlled and well-designed channels used by experts in public 
relations, the company broadcast its planned meaningful information whose 
fi nal goal is to build understanding and positive response environment, 
ie. target audiences. In modern business conditions, the global market is 
characterized precisely by the public, and the attitudes and opinions are 
determined rationality, effi ciency and performance of certain social struc-
tures, organizations, projects and activities. Past experience has shown that 
successful public relations largely depends on the manner and content of 
communication of social structures with the environment, or from activi-
ties undertaken to disseminate information and achieve the ultimate goal 
through a process of two-way communication. Under increasing pressure 
from rapid social change, and in order to fi ght for their market position, 
companies must review their attitude towards the demands of the target 
public. Therefore, the company must have a quality designed and set up 
a strategic plan and goal, ie. must know who they are, what they do and 
what is their task. In order to companies could make a strategic plan that 
has a clear defi nition of the activities and goals, they must take into account 
the needs and desires of the public. It is also necessary to own its goals 
convey to the public, ie. communicate with the public that surrounds us 
and showing interest in our business. In the preparation and transmission 
of planned messages public relations have the most important role as a 
thoughtful communication path that signifi cantly infl uences the long-term 
goal, which is to create a positive public image and success of the com-
pany in general.
The area of   public relations in our region is still relatively unexplored, and 
public relations, as communication activity, is still insuffi ciently applied 
in companies of Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, in modern business, 
the management of any successful enterprise, institution or organization 
involves and communication management of the enterprise itself, or the 
existence of strategic thought out program of work on public relations.
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1. THE IMPORTANCE OF PROFESSIONALS IN PUBLIC 
RELATIONS

Apart from it being understood that the person who is engaged in public 
relations must be fl uent communication skills and techniques, of great 
importance is the knowledge of the concept of business operations, com-
petition and generally, market. What we all experts of public relations 
should be doing is, primarily, understanding the company’s business 
politics. Only through an understanding of business operations, experts in 
public relations can properly and quality use the tools and techniques of 
the profession itself. The main goal of any public relations campaign is to 
be prepared and designed to expand the message, or to reach the target and 
the public to be noticed and positively accepted. Active public relations 
is aimed at building good relationships with different public, on the basis 
of publicity, building up a good corporate image and to solve problems 
caused by unfavorable stories, rumors and events (Kotler 1996, 518). To 
achieve this goal, in front of the expert public relations is a large task, 
which is to fully explore and understand the needs of the environment, and 
on the basis of such valuable information will be created and all important 
decisions within the company. Here comes to the fore two-way commu-
nication by experts for public relations should adequately communicate. 
So, obtaining information from the environment helps the company in the 
creation of business activities and precise determination of the strategic 
plan, but should not lose sight of the potential public reaction to the ac-
tion taken. This cycle of circulation of information is very sensitive and 
a big responsibility for the experts for public relations. That is why it is 
necessary to have information in both directions, explore and observe the 
environment and accordingly advise management because decisions that 
are made at the company level always infl uence the fi nal result. This leads 
to the conclusion that for all possible negatives that may arise from such 
a focused and action taken to blame just public relations. So that, in fact, 
public relations and holders of great responsibility. Here, then, refl ects the 
role and importance of professional public relations in business. So, their 
task is not only to convey public opinions or decisions of enterprises, but 
also to collect the necessary information about the views and opinions of 
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the public about this particular company that will be used for planning the 
following activities. 
Build and develop good relations with the environment and the company 
with all types of public, in the long run, it always pays. Good mutual rela-
tions can only be achieved through a two-way communication model, which 
takes place the exchange of information. Public relations must systemati-
cally work to build these relationships and gathering information that will 
be focused on corporate objectives, but also to the objectives of the public, 
and how these goals are often different, be careful with the elaboration of 
the action plan. It is not an easy nor straightforward and requires special-
ist public relations to have a lot more skills and knowledge, in addition to 
those basic as a main characteristic, ie. communication skills. Every expert 
in public relations must meet the following criteria to make a professional 
could do their job: literacy (spoken and written), analytical skills (identifi -
cation and defi nition of the problem), creativity (development of new and 
effective solutions), instinct and ability to convince (Skoko 2006, 25). It 
should be borne in mind that different public and sensitive so it is neces-
sarily good to meet them and to recognize their needs, ie. need to work on 
the exchange of information. It is this issue that refl ects the role of experts, 
which is placed as a mediator in the creation and development of mutual 
relations that take place through a dynamic process of communication and 
constant exchange of information. Good knowledge of the environment 
and to detect the needs of the public to facilitate business activities and 
easier to achieve your objectives. Given that the company is surrounded 
by various public and that is with that point of view under great pressure, 
and often under the condemnation of the public, carefully observing the 
public and to realize its needs, opinions and attitudes has great infl uence 
on the strategic decisions of the company. Companies that recognize the 
importance of public relations in the signifi cant advantages over those 
that have to deal with the consequences of failing to attach the necessary 
importance to the profession.
Work on public relations is a dynamic, creative, and because of trends in 
modern business requirements and continuous training and education. Ac-
cording to the type of activity by the company, institution or organization 
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does, or actions taken, approaches and tools used to develop good relations 
with the public have their own peculiarities, but is the basis of all quality 
communication process that aims to develop good neighborly relations. 
Some companies have special departments who work in public relations, but 
because of their needs engage agencies that assist them in public relations. 
It is often the case that companies that do not have special departments or 
specialist who specializes in public relations, for these jobs employ people 
from other sectors. Sometimes the reasons for the above fi nancial nature, 
but often it comes to simple ignorance. Due to a lack of understanding of 
the profession of public relations by the management, these jobs are often 
identify and interfere with the marketing or sales. Because of these views 
on the profession, the priority of educating management of the company, 
and then work on the engagement of experts for public relations or even 
forming a special sector within the company. Thanks to the professionals, 
communication processes are established and develop relations between 
the business and its environment, and the purpose of the communication 
is necessary exchange of information. Public Relations create an image of 
the company in public, build and protect the dignity and reputation, and 
it is increasingly becoming a measure of success, even more than the size 
of the company or the amount of his income. Consequently, the business 
manager for public relations has become one of the most challenging and 
the most dynamic activities of today, which led to great interest in this 
relatively young profession.

2. PUBLIC RELATIONS IN LOCAL COMPANIES

It is still often thought that public relations is an unnecessary expense, 
many questionable and function of public relations in companies, and the 
unknown is and what kind of activities does the job entails. Still people 
are not aware of the importance of public relations, their essence and how 
they infl uence the construction of a successful future of a company. The 
experience of transition in BiH society has already pointed to the depen-
dence of the success of important projects of public support, as well as 
the poor results of certain projects which are the result of non-classical 
methods to solicit public. Featured are a number of campaigns that did not 
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achieve the anticipated results, and it was with enormous material resources 
involved. The reasons should be primarily sought in the scanty knowledge 
and skills of the people working just to work on public relations. It turned 
out that for professionally solving specifi c problems in public relations, ie. 
problems of poor communication organization with its environment, not 
enough knowledge and skills that are acquired through various forms of 
training available, especially because such training in BiH implemented 
mainly by foreign experts who do not take suffi ciently into account the 
specifi cities of the local communication situation. Although the practice 
has already shown that all companies that use the potential public relations 
have signifi cantly better results in your business, public relations, as com-
munication activity, insuffi ciently applied in enterprises in BiH. However, 
increasingly recognizes their importance in today’s business environment, 
though not fully started to operate in accordance with all the requirements 
of the profession, ie. still not represented all the activities that implies this 
profession.
In our country interest in public relations, was the position of the profes-
sion itself or from a position of enterprise needs, seriously begins to take 
hold in the last ten years. The reason for the strengthening of the market 
economy and create all the more demanding market where companies 
should impose as competitive. Due to the rapid development of markets 
and competition as a result of globalization, to the fore more and more 
coming to strengthen the role of public opinion. All this gives rise to a 
change in attitudes and views of companies that are coming to understand 
that they have to adapt to new market conditions. As a result, in B profes-
sion of public relations is increasingly coming to the fore, and also the 
growing needs of companies for experts for public relations. Although in 
our transition conditions public relations have not yet become a modern 
and fully useful, nor are fully in line with our market conditions, are slowly 
becoming an integral part of every serious business strategy. Domestic 
companies are beginning to recognize the benefi ts of this profession, es-
pecially in the long run, but what we are most in need of work is certainly 
education management companies, and that a great deal is yet to come. The 
importance of public relations activities resulting from the globalization 
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of international business and the needs of the company to this challenge, 
in the domain of communication activities, replied through an integrated 
marketing communications (Đorđević 2005, 30).

3. RESULTS OF RESEARCH

As the aim of investigation is to obtain a better insight into the state of 
public relations in BiH. More specifi cally, the goal was to see how public 
relations work in practice and what are the tasks and problems that are 
employed in this sector are facing. Research has shown both employed 
in public relations look at your profession, what are the advantages and 
disadvantages or drawbacks of this profession. This research and its results 
can certainly help improve the profession, as well as the obstacles that are 
experts in public relations face in fulfi lling its tasks. The research was con-
ducted on a sample of 50 employees working in the public relations, and a 
questionnaire was sent to your e-mail address of the company. This group 
of 50 subjects, ie. employees in companies on public relations, consisted 
of experts from Bosnia and Herzegovina who are employed in companies 
of different sizes and different economic activities.
The survey of attitudes of employees in companies was carried out with the 
aim to obtain the opinions and attitudes of employees about the current state 
of the art. The aim was to fi nd out more about the structure and characteristics 
of the employed in the fi eld of communications, the impact of the sector for 
public relations at the company’s operations, the activities performed by these 
sectors, as well as the problems they are employed in the public relations face 
every day in carrying out tasks. Based on the results of the research, received 
a clearer picture of how to operate public relations in our companies and who, 
or what is their current role in enterprises.
On the basis of the research and after seeing the fi nal results and the struc-
ture of the sample, it was concluded that in subjects dominated by women, 
which also indicates that the public relations more in favor of the female 
population (68%).
The analysis results can be seen that 68% of respondents, ie. em-
ployees in companies on public relations, has a university edu-
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cation, and 14% of respondents with a high school education.
Employed respondents were predominantly middle-aged (30-39 yrs.), which 
makes a total of 48%, and the younger is 36% of respondents (20-29 yrs.).
That the profession of public relations relatively young profession in BiH 
shows that 46% of respondents have only 1-3 years of professional expe-
rience, 3-5 years of experience, the 20% of respondents, over fi ve years 
26% of respondents, while 8% of respondents this job for less than a year.
Respondents were asked to list what would be the possible reasons for 
changing jobs, and the main reasons for them, 34% indicated greater op-
portunities for personal and professional development, 30% indicated that 
progression, and 26% greater responsibility and creativity in the work. 
Fewer respondents your current job to change due to working conditions 
(4%), due to the plate (4%), and due to poor interpersonal relationships 
(2%). Although public relations as a profession is still developing in BiH, 
from these data that are employed in this sector in most satisfi ed with the 
working conditions and wages and that they want additional training and 
knowledge in the fi eld of public relations.
When it comes to the biggest problems that the employees face in conduct-
ing public relations, most of them agree that in terms of:
 misunderstood the importance of public relations by the management 

(36%),
 little or insuffi cient budget for the implementation of PR activities (30%),
 ignorance of the difference between marketing and public relations 

(22%).
All this is further evidence that the prevailing misunderstood and misun-
derstanding of the type of work that include public relations.
A small number of respondents (6%) is indicated as a problem insuffi cient 
training of personnel and poor internal communication of the company 
(2%), and the smaller number of respondents (4%) is faced with problems 
of a different nature.
Therefore, it is understandable that only half of companies surveyed (52%) 
has a special department that deals with public relations and in 26% of 
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the work done by one person. In 22% of cases, companies do not have a 
special department that deals with public relations and the job usually per-
formed by the marketing (70%), and which represents one of the major pro-
blems that employees face when conducting transactions in this profession.
About 80% of respondents believe that it is important that persons engaged 
in public relations involved in strategic decision-making companies, but only 
30% have a real chance to take part in this decision making in enterprises in 
which they work.
As far as the knowledge and skills required for success in public relations, 
attitudes of employees surveyed are as follows:
 32% of respondents believe that it is crucial to know to plan and set goals,
 26% of them agree that it is equally important to know identify problems 

and trends in the environment and know well personally communicate 
and perform in public,

 Know explore public opinion, attitudes and expectations of the public 
(6%),

 Know motivate, advise and infl uence others, and know good writing 
press releases, speeches and reports (4%)

 to know to deal with stress (2%).
When it comes to the media and cooperation with them, the com-
pany achieved the most frequent cooperation with printed me-
dia (38%), and then with electronic (28%). Employees are in most 
cases (66%) satisfied with the cooperation exercised by the media.
That companies work on reporting on their activities indicates that more 
than half of respondents (60%) regularly writes and edits content for bro-
chures, annual reports, media, internet, etc., And only 2% of respondents 
do not perform this activity.
Little attention of companies dedicated to research, ie. do not con-
sider it relevant to their business, as only 6% of respondents regu-
larly deals with the preparation and interpretation of research.
Another fact which indicates that public relations is not an important place 
as a profession in BiH companies, and that is that only 8% of respondents 
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regularly participates in the planning and budget management, public rela-
tions, and even 30% of respondents never.
Only 32% of respondents regularly monitors the wider social events and writ-
ing about them reports to their superiors, and 26% of them it never worked.
That management does not sufficiently indicate the trust experts in 
public relations confirms that only 34% of daily advises its man-
agement, 54% sometimes, and 12% of them it never worked.
About half of the respondents (52%) had never worked on preparing a code 
of conduct, code of ethics and similar regulations, and only 4% have this 
activity as a regular in the scope of their activities.
Only tasks in the fi eld of public relations carries only 14% of respondents, 
while 72% of employees perform other activities within the company. More 
than half of respondents (62%) participate in defi ning and redefi ning the 
mission and vision in their companies, while 14% of them it never worked.
In terms of additional education and training, the participants are interested 
and active in supplementary training in his profession and even 64% of 
respondents regularly visits seminars for further education, and only 4% 
of them never have been visiting seminars of this kind.

CONCLUSION

Public relations in BiH is still, unfortunately, are not affi rmed as a profes-
sional fi eld, but are still commonly perceived as a kind of craft which is 
mainly learning by doing. Most companies in BiH public relations perceived 
as an activity from which there is no special benefi t, and those who decide 
to establish the Department of Public Relations of the company, tend to have 
unrealistic expectations, ie. expect from public relations to overnight lead 
to changes and results. Public relations is a segment of the administration 
of each company, a practitioner of corporate communications companies is 
directly related to the management company. It is a fact that our managers 
have not yet fully become aware of, nor the importance of public relations 
and their role in the development of enterprises.
Several key outstanding issues and tasks related to the future of public 
relations. It has to be a better profi ling of newly entering the fi eld of public 
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relations and the quality of their training is. On the bad image of public 
relations in our country due to the fact that currently anyone can claim to be 
an expert in the fi eld of public relations. It is realistic to expect that in the 
future public relations become even more important and to develop into a 
modern profession, in accordance with international standards. Continuous 
education and constant professional development will have a key role in the 
future and in the labor market. What is marked Public Relations at the begin-
ning, and what is the problem today, is the fact that those who have contact 
with this profession mainly under public relations include media relations, 
and in this context it is clear why it still occurs misunderstanding of the very 
nature profession. There are still a large number of managers did not notice 
the difference between public relations and marketing, and such ignorance 
of the profession really hinders its development in the desired direction.
Results confi rm the fact that the management was not familiar enough 
even with the potential of this profession. Specifi cally, employed in pub-
lic relations rather than the scope of their activities have research that 
examines public, observe the environment, they perform some other, 
and often secondary activities. Lack of knowledge about the profession 
causes that management believes that employees in this profession do 
not have enough commitments and in the wrong way “fi lled” their list 
of business obligations, which often prevents employees to do their jobs 
well. How much is a lack of understanding and ignorance of the profes-
sion present in domestic companies and the result of research indicates 
that only 6% of respondents regularly deals with the preparation and 
interpretation of research. This activity should be the foundation of pub-
lic relations which are based and the right strategy for future activities.
Additional education, daily work on themselves and their abilities became 
extremely important part in the development of the profession of public 
relations and promotion specialist of the profession, and the exchange of 
experience and knowledge is a prerequisite for successful business and ad-
vancement. Competition in the market is the day bigger and better and is a 
good time to experts in this profession begin to share and maximum use of 
their experience and thus to contribute to the development of this fi eld in 
BiH. Public relations in the future will not be a “luxury”, but a prerequisite 
that the company survive and survive all the more competitive market.
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